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Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI)
● Primary Insult
● Secondary Injury

○ Inflammation
○ ROS
○ Calcium release
○ Glutamate toxicity
○ Mitochondrial dysfunction https://www.brainline.org/sites/default/files/paragaphs/00320.jpg
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Primary cell death cannot be avoided without avoiding the injury altogetherSecondary injury may result in excitotoxicity or apoptosisMain mechanism that we seek to treat is inflammation as the brain elicits a nueroprotective inflammatory response after injury which can cause further damage and it is inflammatioin that has the most diverse effects on the brain such as inducing other secondary mechanisms of injury 



PROTECT

● Multicenter human clinical trial

● Mod-severe TBI (GCS: 4-12)

● IV progesterone for 4 days

● No significant difference b/w 
treatment groups

● Multicenter human clinical trial

● Severe TBI (GCS <8)

● IV progesterone for 5 days

● No significant difference b/w 
treatment groups

SYNAPSE 
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Use of anti-inflammatory drug in treating TBI (progesterone)Preclinical studies in laboratory animals indicated that the early administration of progesterone after experimental TBI reduced cerebral edema, neuronal loss, and behavioral deficitsBoth were ineffective clinical trials in showing clinical benefit of progesterone in improving outcome of patients with TBI, we believe is most likely due systemic loss from IV administrationIn order to achieve a therapeutic delivery of anti-inflammatory drug to brain a Localized controlled release is requiredLocalized release Eliminates the complication of crossing the BBB as drug is delivered at the source of injury



http://kryski.com/medicolegal-visuals/
https://www.pfizerinjectables.com/products/Gelfi
lm
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Use in patients undergoing craniectomies has been reported to prevent development of meningocerebral adhesions which have significant drawbacks in cranial reoperations due to appearance of connective tissue bridges between adjacent layersAdhesion is one of the most common postsurgical complications, occurring simultaneously as the damaged tissue healsGelfilm acts as a direct barrier for adhesion formationTBI and SurgerySurgery does not correct the problem, but the overall goal of all surgical treatment is to prevent secondary injury by helping to maintain blood flow and oxygen to the brain and minimize swelling and pressureSurgery may be required to drain bleeding in the skull cavity and repair bleeding vessels or tissueRaised intracranial pressure due to TBI is very often debilitating or fatal because it causes compression of the brain and restricts cerebral blood flowPart of the skull may be removed to allow a swelling brain room to expand and months later the boneflap is replaced with relative ease as gelfilm allows for proper scarringWhen it comes to closure , there are many biomaterials available to act as a mechanical barrier for covering the brain; however we chose to focus on gelfilm due to it being made from gelatin which we believed to have promising capabilities for controlled release



1.Gelatin Formation
10% or 20% 

Gelatin/ 
Phosphate 

Buffered Saline 
(PBS) solution

9:1 v/v mixture 
of gelatin 

solution with 
EDC/NHS 
solution

5:1 v/v mixture of gelatin 
solution+EDC/NHS with 

dexamethasone

Pipette 10uL droplets onto 
parafilm and refrigerate 

for designated 
crosslinking time

https://www.thermofisher.com/content/lifetech/home/life-science/protein-biology/protein-biology-learning-
center/protein-biology-resource-library/pierce-protein-methods/carbodiimide-crosslinker-chemistry
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Altered gelatin concentration for more/less dense gelsCrosslinking gelatin is necessary in order to improve the thermal and mechanical stability under physiological conditions and control the rate of degradationChemically joining two or more molecules by a covalent bondWorks by activating carboxlyic acid residues to react directly with amine groups on adjacent protein chainsNo intervening molecules are introduced between the crosslinked residues so we can achieve gelatin matrix crosslinking without integrating foreign molecules into the network



2. Drug Release
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Here you are seeing a graph depicting drug release based on concentration of dexamethasone released over timeThe drug release was performed in physiologic conditions over a period of 3 daysWe measured dexamethasone release through flourescence in order to get a concentration over timeMost important from this release profile, we are achieving a release in which we are at or above therapeutic levels for TBI based on the literature which is reported as 8ug/mL or aboveArtifact of degradation of flourescence we see a decrease as concentration of dexamethasone cannot physically decrease while in the plate



3. Biological Efficacy 
● BV2 Murine Microglia cells
● Activated via LPS and IFNg
● Treatment groups:

○ No treatment control
○ Gelatin gel with no encapsulated 

drug
○ Gelatin gel with dexamethasone

● Assays:
○ Nitric Oxide via Griess assay
○ Cell survival indirectly via MTS

Costunolide inhibits proinflammatory cytokines and iNOS in activated murine BV2 microglia
Nirmala Arul Rayan2 et al.
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Accumulating evidence points to activated microglia as a chronic source of multiple neurotoxic factors in the neuroinflammatory pathway, nitric oxide being one example which results in cumulative neuronal loss with time
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We measured cell metabolic activity via an MTS assay in order to achieve an indirect measure of cell viabilityBaseline upon which all results were standardized was our control of media+cells whihc was set to 100% survivalWe found that activation led to a decrease in cell viabilityAdministation of our gelatin gels however did not have any negative effects on viability confirming the overall biocompatibility of our gelatin system



Conclusions
● Successfully formulated gelatin gels 

for controlled release

● Biological efficacy demonstrated in 
vitro

● Future directions:

○ Test other drugs

○ Manipulate crosslinking
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